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ABSTRACT

Spectroscopy of the rubidium 5P_{3/2} → 4D_{5/2} transition near 1.529 μm has been performed using a single-longitudinal-mode erbium-doped fiber laser. Rubidium atoms were laser-cooled and confined in a vapor-cell Zeeman optical trap. This produced a dense sample of cold atoms and reduced the Doppler broadening of the transition to less than the natural linewidth. Transition linewidths of 10 MHz were observed on the 5P_{3/2} → 4D_{5/2} transition and the fiber laser was actively stabilized to the 5P_{3/2}, F=3 → 4D_{5/2}, F'=3 line of ^{87}Rb.

1. INTRODUCTION

A goal of the NIST wavelength standard research is to produce primary wavelength standards, in the optical communications regions, which are stable and reproducible to better than 1 MHz. Accurate wavelength standards are important for many of the proposed optical communication schemes involving wavelength division multiplexing, frequency division multiplexing, and coherent detection. At present, the 1.5 μm region is favored for optical communication due to the success of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier. I have developed a wavelength standard scheme which uses a 1.5 μm fiber laser stabilized to narrow resonances in laser-cooled rubidium. Other research on wavelength standards in the 1.5 μm region has concentrated on the stabilization of diode lasers to various atomic (krypton, neon, and rubidium) and molecular (ammonia, water, and acetylene) lines. Unfortunately, the frequency noise spectrum of diode lasers can extend well beyond 1 GHz. A fiber laser's frequency fluctuations, on the other hand, are dominated by mechanical motion of the cavity elements and thermal drift. The spectrum of the fluctuations is therefore confined to low frequencies (<1 kHz) where they can be easily removed by an electronic servo loop.

Atomic and molecular reference lines in the 1.5 μm region are not ideal; atomic transitions are between excited states or involve frequency doubling of the probe light. Molecular lines are weak overtone or combination bands. Atomic rubidium has several strong absorption lines which can serve as wavelength references for optical communications. Figure 1 is an energy level diagram showing the these transitions. The 5P_{3/2} → 4D_{3/2} and the 5P_{3/2} → 4D_{5/2} transitions near 1.529 μm provide several lines. A two-step excitation scheme is required: the 5S_{1/2} → 5P_{3/2} transition at 780 nm followed by the 5P_{3/2} → 4D transitions. Another set of references can be obtained by frequency-doubling 1.560 μm light and probing the 780 nm 5S_{1/2} → 5P_{3/2} transition. A set of references near 1.324 μm can be observed in another two-step excitation scheme: the 5S_{1/2} → 5P_{1/2} transition at 795 nm followed by the 5P_{1/2} → 6S_{1/2} transition. All of these lines can be probed in both ^{85}Rb and ^{87}Rb isotopes contained in the same cell.
In earlier work, I performed two-step excitation of rubidium by sending 780 nm diode laser light and a counterpropagating beam of 1.529 μm light from a fiber laser through a room temperature cell of ^{87}\text{Rb}$. In the counterpropagating geometry, the 1.529 μm transition linewidth was nearly Doppler-free since only a narrow velocity distribution of atoms was excited by the diode laser. I observed a linewidth of 14 MHz (FWHM) on the 1.529 μm transitions and stabilized the fiber laser and diode laser to their respective transitions. Sasada and Tetu have also used two-step excitation of Rb and have stabilized 1.3 μm and 1.5 μm diode lasers to both the 5P_1/2 → 6S_1/2 and 5P_3/2 → 4D transitions. Sasada observed linewidths of 10-15 MHz on the 1.5 μm transitions. Unfortunately, the large linewidths of the diode lasers caused transition linewidths greater than 50 MHz for the 1.3 μm transitions and for the 1.5 μm transitions in Ref. 5. Sasada has measured the frequencies of these 1.3 μm and 1.5 μm lines to an accuracy of about 40 MHz.

To improve on my previous work and produce a highly stable primary wavelength standard, I have constructed a vapor-cell Zeeman optical trap (ZOT) for neutral rubidium. The Doppler broadening of optical transitions is negligible in a ZOT trap since the atoms are laser-cooled to below 1 mK. Pressure shifts arising from collisions with background gas are also significantly reduced due to the low pressure maintained by an ion pump. Combining this with the low frequency noise of the fiber laser yields a stable, reproducible standard with a high signal-to-noise ratio.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Fiber laser

I have constructed a single-longitudinal-mode erbium-doped fiber laser and have used it for spectroscopy of acetylene and rubidium. A schematic diagram of the Er^{3+} fiber laser is shown in Fig. 2, and the laser characteristics are discussed in more detail in Ref. 10. The standing-wave laser is in a V-shaped folded-cavity configuration. In one arm of the cavity, two short pieces of Er-doped fiber are pumped through a mirror (high reflectance at 1.53 μm) by 528.7 nm light from an Ar^{+} laser. A 1200 groove/mm diffraction grating, used in Littrow configuration, is positioned at the end of the other cavity arm. The output is coupled through the folding mirror, which has a transmittance of about 20% at 1.53 μm. The fibers form coupled cavities within the longer cavity; the overlap of the transmission peaks of these cavities selects a single longitudinal mode. Coarse tuning of the wavelength from 1.52 μm to 1.58 μm is accomplished by manually tilting the diffraction grating. The laser can be finely tuned, without mode hops, over 2 GHz by translating the grating with a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) and stretching one of the fibers with another PZT. The output power of the fiber laser is about 3 mW at 1.53 μm.

I evaluated the fiber laser's frequency noise and determined that the short-term frequency fluctuations (f ≥ 5 Hz) of the free-running laser were less than 1 MHz rms. A spectrum analysis of this noise from 0 to 25 kHz showed no structure beyond 600 Hz. The high frequency contribution (frequencies >2 kHz) to the linewidth of an erbium-doped ring fiber laser was measured to be less than 1.4 kHz using a delayed self-heterodyne technique.
2.2 Vapor-cell Zeeman optical trap

The apparatus for the ZOT vapor-cell optical trap is similar to those described in Refs. 13 and 15. A schematic diagram of the trap is shown in Fig. 3. Three orthogonal pairs of counterpropagating laser beams with opposite helicity intersect in a cell containing about $10^4$ Pa ($\approx 10^8$ Torr) of natural abundance rubidium. A spatially varying dc magnetic field in the intersection region causes position-dependent shifts of the Zeeman levels of the Rb atoms. When the laser is tuned to the low frequency side of the 780 nm $5S_{1/2} \rightarrow 5P_{3/2}$ transition, the atoms experience a position-dependent radiation pressure. The atoms in the low-velocity tail of the room temperature Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution are slowed by the radiation pressure and trapped in the intersection region.

The vapor cell is a 12 cm long glass tube with a 2 cm x 2 cm square cross section and a window on one end. The other end is connected to a stainless steel vacuum system with a window to provide laser beam access. A 2-l/s ion pump maintains a background pressure at less than $10^6$ Pa. Rubidium vapor is allowed to enter the system through a valve until the Rb vapor pressure reaches about $10^6$ Pa. The magnetic field gradient is produced by two coils with counterpropagating currents. The coils are in an anti-Helmholtz configuration, where the distance between the coils is equal to their 2.7 cm radius. The field is zero at the center of the trap and the gradient is $\approx 0.15$ T/m (15 G/cm).

Figure 4 shows the energy levels of $^{87}$Rb which are pertinent to this experiment. The trapping laser beams come from a 780 nm diode laser with external feedback from a diffraction grating. The feedback narrows the diode laser's linewidth to about 1 MHz and allows tuning of the laser frequency by tilting the grating. The trapping laser frequency is locked to the low frequency side of the $5S_{1/2}, F=2 \rightarrow 5P_{3/2}, F=3$ cycling transition by electronic feedback to a PZT controlling the grating tilt using a signal from a saturated absorption spectrometer. The laser's output is expanded to about 1 cm in diameter and divided into three 2 mW beams. The circularly polarized beams are sent through the cell along three orthogonal axes and are retroreflected back into the cell after passing through quarter-wave plates. A second diode laser (\sim 1mW power) overlaps the trapping beams and is tuned to the $5S_{1/2}, F=1 \rightarrow 5P_{3/2}, F=2$ transition. This "hyperfine pump" laser optically pumps atoms out of the $F=1$ ground state and puts them back into the cycling transition.

I observe the 780 nm fluorescent light from the trap with a charged-coupled device video camera and also by imaging the cloud onto a silicon photodiode. The Rb fluorescence is predominantly due to the decay of the $5P_{3/2}, F=3$ level which is repeatedly excited by the trapping laser. Using the method described in Ref. 15, I estimated the number of trapped atoms by calculating the power-broadened scattering rate and light collection and detection efficiency. I estimate that about $10^7$ trapped atoms are confined in a 1 mm$^3$ volume.

Due to the resonant nature of the trapping force, the ZOT trap is very isotope-selective. I have also trapped $^{85}$Rb in this cell by tuning the diode lasers to the appropriate transitions. The trapping laser was tuned to the $5S_{1/2}, F=3 \rightarrow 5P_{3/2}, F=4$ $^{85}$Rb cycling transition, and the hyperfine pump laser was tuned to the $5S_{1/2}, F=2 \rightarrow 5P_{3/2}, F=3$ $^{85}$Rb transition. Due to the greater abundance of $^{85}$Rb, the number of trapped atoms was larger than the number obtained for the $^{87}$Rb trap. However, the hyperfine splitting of $^{87}$Rb is considerably greater than that of $^{85}$Rb, so I have chosen to use $^{87}$Rb for the spectroscopy of the 1.529 $\mu$m $5P_{3/2} \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$ transitions.
3. RESULTS

The hyperfine structure of the $5S_{1/2}$, $5P_{3/2}$, and $4D_{5/2}$ levels of $^{87}$Rb is shown in Fig. 4. When the fiber laser is tuned into resonance with a $5P_{3/2} \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$ transition, it removes population from the $5P_{3/2}$, $F=3$ level and causes a reduction in the 780 nm fluorescent light emitted by the trapped atoms. Figure 5 shows the trap fluorescence as the fiber laser is scanned through the $5P_{3/2}$, $F=3 \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$, $F'=4$, 3, and 2 transitions under the conditions of weak trapping and hyperfine pump laser power. The effect of the fiber laser is much larger on the $F=3 \rightarrow F'=3$ and $F=3 \rightarrow F'=2$ "depopulation" transitions since these transitions allow the atoms to leave the $5S_{1/2} \rightarrow 5P_{3/2}$ cycling transition. The atoms must then be pumped back into the cycling transition by the hyperfine pump laser. The $5P_{3/2}$, $F=3 \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$, $F'=4$ transition, however, is a cycling transition, resulting in a strongly coupled three-level system.

At full trapping laser power, the line shapes of the $5P_{3/2} \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$ transitions are significantly distorted due to Stark splitting. A trace of the trap fluorescence as the fiber laser is scanned through the transitions when the trapping laser is at maximum power is shown in Fig. 6. The trapping laser was detuned by about $1.5\Delta\Gamma$ on the low frequency side of the $5S_{1/2}$, $F=2 \rightarrow 5P_{3/2}$, $F=3$ cycling transition, where $\Gamma$ is the 6 MHz natural linewidth of the transition. Figure 7 shows the first derivative of this signal, obtained by applying a small modulation (<100 kHz p-p) at 500 Hz on the fiber laser frequency and using phase-sensitive detection. The transitions show the Stark splitting of the energy levels due to the trapping laser power and detuning. A scan derivative where the trapping laser power was reduced to 25% of the maximum power is shown in Fig. 8. The $F=3 \rightarrow F'=3$ and $F=3 \rightarrow F'=2$ depopulation transitions are now nearly symmetric and have linewidths of about 10 MHz. This line broadening is primarily due to power broadening and the 6 MHz natural linewidth of the $5P_{3/2}$ level; the natural linewidth of the $4D_{5/2}$ level is 2 MHz. The $F=3 \rightarrow F'=4$ lineshape, however, is very distorted. This complicated dependence on fiber laser frequency is not surprising, since the fluorescence arises from the intermediate state of a strongly coupled three-level system.

The derivative signals shown in Fig. 8 for the depopulation transitions are good error signals for stabilization of the fiber laser. I sent this error signal to the fiber laser grating PZT and actively stabilized the fiber laser to the $5P_{3/2}$, $F=3 \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$, $F'=3$ transition. The lock point for stabilization is indicated in Fig. 8. When the fiber laser was stabilized, the fluctuations of the error signal with a 10 ms time constant corresponded to fiber laser frequency excursions of less than 400 kHz p-p. The unstabilized fiber laser fluctuations within this bandwidth were about 1 MHz p-p.

4. CONCLUSIONS

I have performed high resolution spectroscopy of the 1.529 µm $5P_{3/2} \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$ transition of laser-cooled $^{87}$Rb confined in a vapor-cell Zeeman optical trap. Observing changes in the 780 nm trap fluorescence while scanning a fiber laser through the $5P_{3/2} \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$ transition is a sensitive technique for detection of this transition. I have measured transition linewidths of 10 MHz and have stabilized the fiber laser to the $5P_{3/2}$, $F=3 \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$, $F'=3$ transition. The good signal-to-noise ratio and narrow linewidths observed demonstrate the potential of this technique. It should be possible to obtain linewidths near the 2 MHz natural linewidth of the $5P_{3/2} \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$ transition and a wavelength standard reproducibility of 100 kHz.
Many steps must be finished before the primary wavelength standard research is complete. The lineshapes observed on the $5\text{P}_{3/2} \rightarrow 4\text{D}_{5/2}$ transitions need to be studied in more detail, both experimentally and theoretically. Possible systematic errors, such as light shifts, magnetic fields, and variations in the detuning of the trapping laser, that could cause frequency shifts of the lock point must be studied and measured. To evaluate the absolute stability of the standard, two independent setups will be compared and their relative stability measured. The same trap apparatus can be used to produce standards based on the 780 nm (probed with frequency doubled 1.56 $\mu$m light) and 1.32 $\mu$m lines in both $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb.

I also plan to make several improvements to the apparatus. As pointed out in Ref. 15, the trapping efficiency of the vapor-cell ZOT improves as the diameter of the trapping beams is increased. This is due to the fact that atoms with higher velocities can be captured because of the increased slowing distance. I plan to increase the size of the trapping beams while maintaining the same laser power, thereby improving the trap and reducing the light shift due to the trapping laser intensity. I also plan to improve the fiber laser by using Bragg reflection gratings within the fiber core in place of the input mirror and the diffraction grating. This would improve the free-running stability of the laser and would substantially reduce the losses in the cavity, enabling diode laser pumping. We have built an apparatus for making fiber gratings using cw uv light and have produced gratings with up to 80% reflectivity at 1.53 $\mu$m. In addition, it would be interesting to investigate the narrow-linewidth capability of fiber lasers by stabilizing them to high finesse cavities using a higher bandwidth servo system.
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Fig. 1. Energy level diagram of rubidium showing the transitions which can be used as references for optical communication wavelength standards.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the single-longitudinal-mode fiber laser. The mirror M1 (99% R at 1.53 μm, 56% T at 528.7 nm) is butted against one end of a 2.8 cm long, erbium-doped fiber. A 1 cm piece of erbium-doped fiber is attached to the longer piece.

Fig. 3. Diagram of the vapor-cell ZOT trap, showing the six trapping laser beams and the magnetic field coils.

Fig. 4. Energy level diagram of $^{87}$Rb showing the transitions probed in this experiment.
Fig. 5. Trap fluorescence (780 nm) as the fiber laser is scanned through the transitions indicated in Fig. 4 under the conditions of low trapping and hyperfine pump laser power. The reduction of trap fluorescence is 70% on the peak of the F=3 → F'=3 line.

Fig. 6. Trap fluorescence as the fiber laser is scanned through the transitions when the trapping laser is at maximum power. The reduction of trap fluorescence is 30% on the peak of the F=3 → F'=3 line.

Fig. 7. First derivative of the trap fluorescence with the trapping laser at maximum power.

Fig. 8. First derivative of the trap fluorescence with the trapping laser at 25% of its maximum power.